
NINA CREWS
Nina Crews is a critically

acclaimed children's book
author and illustrator. She uses

photographs and
photocollages to create

energetic stories about young
children. Two of her recent
books, The Neighborhood

Mother Goose and Below were
ALA Notable selections. She is

the daughter of children's book
authors Donald Crews―Freight

Train; Truck; Ten Black Dots;
Shortcut and Ann

Jonas―Round Trip; The Quilt;
Color Dance. Nina is a graduate

of Yale University, where she
received a BA in art. She lives in

Brooklyn, New York, with her
husband and son.
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I'M NOT SMALL

MARCH 2022

Greenwillow/HarperCollins

32 pp | Ages 4-8 RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Animals
Nature

Realistic

What makes you big? What makes

you small? From acclaimed author-

illustrator Nina Crews comes a

picture book that introduces young

children to the concepts of size and

comparisons. A great choice for

emerging readers, school classrooms,

and storytime sharing.

Time to play outside! It’s easy for a

young boy to feel small in a world

that is made up of big, big things.

But when he takes a closer look, he

discovers that he is big, too. 

I’m Not Small will spark family and

classroom conversations about the

concepts of size and size

comparisons, about growing up,

about feeling seen, and about

observing the world around you.

Playful text and bright, detailed

illustrations also make it easy to learn

about comparing and categorizing

objects. A must-have for fans of Anna

Kang and Christopher Weyant’s You

Are (Not) Small.

REVIEWS
" The adventure is little but the emotions loom large—and are completely
relatable for all viewers, big or small."
— Horn Book, starred review



KAYLA HARREN
Kayla Harren studied

illustration at the School for
Visual Arts in New York City.

Her work has been featured in
the Society of Illustrators

Editorial and Book Show as
well as 3x3, Zoodinos. She's
illustrated more than thirty

short stories for children's book
app FarFaria and Juma the

Giraffe, published by the
Wildlife Nature Institute as part

of their education outreach
program in Africa.

She currently lives with her
husband and their hound dog

in Minnesota, where she
gathers inspiration fro stories

during long walks in the
woods.
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A PLANET LIKE OURS
Our planet Earth is as individual and

special as each one of us. It's ability to

sustain and nurture life is unique in our

solar system--and beyond. In this book,

celebrate all the wonderful, miraculous,

astounding qualities of our Earth while

learning how to protect her for future

generations. Afterall, "If not us, then

who?" 

From award-winning author Frank

Murphy and Here Wee Read blogger,

Charnaie Gordon.

JULY 2022

Sleeping Bear Press

32 pp | Ages 4-8 RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Contemporary

Friendship
Realistic

MORE FROM KAYLA HARREN RIGHTS SOLD TO:
French - Tuttistori Editions

 
German - Zuckersuess Verlag

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/


THEMES:
Animals

 Friendship
Humor

Imagination
Read-Alouds
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NARWHAL 7:
NARWHALICORN AND JELLY

In the hilarious seventh book of this blockbuster
graphic novel series, Narwhal wishes to see a
unicorn — and actually becomes one!

When Jelly wonders what a unicorn is, Narwhal

explains that they’re pretty much narwhals of the

land (!) — and then gets carried away with a grand

plan to see one. With the help of Star, Narwhal’s

wish comes true in the wildest, weirdest way:

Narwhal gets some land legs and takes their first

step ashore. After some wibble-wobbling and a bit

of practice, Narwhal is soon galloping along in

search of unicorns, though Jelly is a little land sick.

Before they know it, Star has the duo blasting off to

a magical planet where everyone is a unicorn! But

Jelly's out-of-this-world adventure makes him feel

out of his comfort zone, and he wishes he were at

home . . . can Narwhal cheer Jelly up and also party

down with their new unicorn pals?

ACCOLADES
Over 1 million books sold!
Top 10 Graphic Novels of 2016 by School Library Journal
Best Picture Books of 2016 by Kirkus
2017 Eisner Award winner for Early Readers
SUPER NARWHAL AND JELLY JOLT named a School Library
Journal Best Book of 2017

October 2022

Tundra/Penguin Random House Canada

80 pp | Ages 6-9

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

RIGHTS TO NARWHAL
AND JELLY SOLD TO:

Catalan - Juventud

Chinese Simplified- TB
Publishing

Dutch - Baeckens Books

Farsi - Farsi Readings

French/North America -
Scholastic Canada

French/World ex. North America
Gallimard

German - Moses Verlag

Hebrew - Kinneret

Icealandic - Bokafelagid BF -
Utgafa

Italian - Mondadori Edizione
Piemme

Korean- Wisdom House

Lithuanian - Publishing house
UAB Alma Littera

Norwegian- Vigmostad & Bjorke

Polish - Wydawnictwo Debit

Portuguese/Brazil - Darkside

Portuguese/World ex.Brazil -
Penguin Random House Portugal

Spanish - Juventud

UK/Australian - Egmont UK Ltd.

MORE FROM NARWHAL AND JELLY

NARWHAL AND JELLY BOARD BOOKS

BEN CLANTON
 

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/friendship/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/friendship/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/humor/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/imagination/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/read-aloud/


JENNIFER THERMES
Jennifer Thermes is a children’s

book author, illustrator, and
map illustrator. Her recent
nonfiction picture books

include CHARLES DARWIN’S
AROUND-THE-WORLD

ADVENTURE and GRANDMA
GATEWOOD HIKES THE

APPALACHIAN TRAIL. She has
also created maps for books

such as Thornghost, The
Emperor’s Ostrich, and The

Vanderbeekers of 141st Street.
Jennifer loves weaving maps

that give a sense of geography
and place into her stories, and
is fascinated by the big picture
of history and how it connects
with our lives today. In her free

time Jennifer likes to walk,
garden, read, draw, and figure

out where to put her ever-
growing piles of books. She

lives with her family in a quirky
antique farmhouse in

Connecticut.
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THE INDESTRUCTIBLE
TOM CREAN

At the turn of the 20th century, Antarctica

is the last unexplored continent. The ice is

unforgiving. It can break the human spirit. It

takes many men willing to face hardship,

danger, and years away from home to

journey to this uncharted end of the earth.

This is the story of one. His name is Tom

Crean. 

The Indestructible Tom Crean reveals the

true story of Crean’s most famous

expeditions: the Discovery, Terra Nova, and

Endurance. His days were full of hauling

sleds, trudging miles over ice shelves, or

drifting on ice floes, but when the

Endurance became trapped, it was up to

Crean and two other men to find help.

After sailing a lifeboat through the most

violent seas in the world and crossing an

unknown glacial range on frostbitten feet,

Crean always kept going. And thanks to his

bravery, he saved his entire crew. Through

dazzling mapwork and vivid illustrations,

Jennifer Thermes brings a formidable

landscape and the Heroic Age of Antarctic

Exploration to life. 

WINTER 2023

Viking/Penguin Young Readers

TK pp | Ages TK

RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Adventure
Nonfiction

Based on a True Story



VICTORIA J.  COE
Victoria J. Coe grew up in the

seaside community of Duxbury,
Massachusetts and went on to

live in New York and San
Francisco, as well as large and

small towns on both coasts.
She now lives with her family

on the outskirts of Boston,
where she and her dog are
always on the lookout for

delivery trucks. And squirrels.
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MAKE WAY FOR FENWAY:
FENWAY AND THE FRISBEE
TRICK

MAY 2022

 G.P. Putnam's Sons 

96pp | Ages 5-8

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
Film/TV

THEMES:
Animals

Contemporary
Friendship

Humor

The little dog with a GIANT personality from
Fenway and Hattie is starring in his own
chapter book series!

Fenway is ready to learn a new trick!

 

When Fenway sees a dog leap into the air and

catch a Frisbee, he wants to do it, too. But

catching a Frisbee is harder than it looks.

 

Good thing Fenway is willing to keep trying, and

he impresses everyone with a special trick of his

own!

With an easy reading level and lively illustrations,

emerging readers will be eager to get their paws

on the Make Way for Fenway! chapter books.

 

Books three and four are currently under
contract.

 

FENWAY AND THE BONE THEIVES
There's nothing better than a brand new bone! And nothing

worse than sneaky squirrels trying to steal it! But Fenway is

smarter than those squirrels, and he finds the perfect place to

hide his bone.

 

The only problem is the hiding place might be too hard for

Fenway to find, too!

MAY 2022

 G.P. Putnam's Sons 

96pp | Ages 5-8



OLUGBEMISOLA
RHUDAY-PERKOVICH

Olugbemisola Rhuday-
Perkovich is the author of 8th

Grade Superzero, It Doesn't
Take A Genius, the nonfiction

books Above and Beyond:
NASA’s Journey to Tomorrow

and Someday Is Now: Clara
Luper and the 1958 Oklahoma
City Sit-Ins, and the upcoming
Mae Makes a Way and Saving
Earth: The Climate Crisis and

the Fight for Our Future. She is
the coauthor of the middle-

grade novel Two Naomis, which
was nominated for an NAACP
Image Award, and its sequel,

Naomis Too. Inspired by of
some of her favorite family

stories and the city she loves,
Operation Sisterhood is a

celebration of the sweetness
and spice of sisterhood.

Olugbemisola is a member of
The Brown Bookshelf and a

former board member of We
Need Diverse Books. She lives
with her family in New York

City, where she writes, makes
things, and needs to get more

sleep. 
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OPERATION SISTERHOOD

JANUARY 2022

Crown/Random House

272 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Contemporary

Family
Friendship

Music
Realistic

Fans of the Netflix reboot of The Babysitters
Club will delight in this blended-family story
about four sisters who band together in the
heart of New York City. A jubilant novel about
the difficulties of change, the loyalty of
sisters, and the love of found family from a
prolific award-winning author.

Bo and her mom always had their own rhythm.

But ever since they moved to Harlem, Bo’s world

has fallen out of sync. She and mum are now

living with mum’s boyfriend Bill, his daughter

Sunday, the twins, Lili and Lee, the twins’

parents…along with a dog, two cats, a bearded

dragon, a turtle, and chickens. All in one

brownstone!

 

With so many people squished together, Bo isn’t

so sure there is room for her in this new life. 

 

Set against the bursting energy of a New York

City summer, award-winning author

Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich delivers a joyful

novel about a blended family that hits all the

right notes!

A sequel is currently under contract.

 

REVIEWS

— Kirkus

"“Rhuday-Perkovich’s love letter to New York City is brimming with
heartwarming moments….A loving display of family and community.” 

“Readers looking for books with positive depictions of blended families and
Black girlhood will enjoy this title.”
— Booklist

"Rhuday-Perkovich (It Doesn’t Take a Genius) interweaves Black culture with a
realistic depiction of what a transition to a blended family—and being raised by
a village—can look like."

— Publisher's Weekly

— Kirkus

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/olugbemisola-rhuday-perkovich/operation-sisterhood/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-593-37989-9
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/olugbemisola-rhuday-perkovich/operation-sisterhood/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/olugbemisola-rhuday-perkovich/operation-sisterhood/


LIN THOMPSON
 Lin Thompson (they/them)

grew up playing pretend
games in the backyard and
basement of their home in
Kentucky. Now they get to
write pretend stories in the
backyard and basement of

their home in Iowa, where they
live with their wife and cat. Lin
is a Lambda Literary Fellow of

2018. The Best Liars in
Riverview is their debut novel.
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THE BEST LIARS IN RIVERVIEW

MARCH 2022

Little, Brown/Hachette

336 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Bullying

Coming-of-Age
Contemporary

Friendship
LGBTQIA+

Literary
Mystery
Realistic

For the last two weeks of the school year, Aubrey

and Joel have been building a raft in the woods.

The raft was supposed to be just another part of

their running away game, when sixth grade and

bullies like Rudy Thomas became too much.

The raft is gone now, too.

In the woods of a small Kentucky town, Aubrey
sets off on a journey about growing up, self-
discovery, and acceptance while searching for
their missing best friend—perfect for fans of KING
AND THE DRAGONFLIES.

Aubrey and Joel are like two tomato vines that grew

along the same crooked fence—weird, yet the same

kind of weird. Then Joel disappears. Vanishes. The

whole town is looking for him and Aubrey was the

last person to see Joel. Aubrey can’t say much, but

since lies of omission are still lies, here’s what they

know for sure:

Aubrey doesn’t know where Joel is, but they might

have a hunch about where to find him.

As Aubrey, their friend Mari, and their sister Teagan

search along the river, Aubrey has to fess up to who

they really are, all the things they never said, and the

word that Rudy Thomas used that set all this into

motion.

ACCOLADES
Sold in multi-house auction

 

REVIEWS
"A gentle and genuine coming-out story."
— Kirkus

“A sensitively written first novel…this heartfelt story shows rather than tells how
friendship can lead to understanding.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Thompson’s debut is a heartfelt coming-of-age journey that explores identity,
friendship, and learning to accept who you are, even if you don’t quite
understand it yet.”
— Booklist, starred review

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/bullying/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/coming-of-age/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/contemporary/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/friendship/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/lgbtqia/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/lgbtqia/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/literary/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/mystery/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/realistic/


LIN THOMPSON
 Lin Thompson (they/them)

grew up playing pretend
games in the backyard and
basement of their home in
Kentucky. Now they get to
write pretend stories in the
backyard and basement of

their home in Iowa, where they
live with their wife and cat. Lin
is a Lambda Literary Fellow of

2018. The Best Liars in
Riverview is their debut novel.
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THE HOUSE THAT WHISPERS

WINTER 2023

Little Brown

TK pp | Ages TK

RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Contemporary

Family
LGBTQIA+

Mystery
Supernatural

Eleven-year-old Simon knows he’s trans, but no one

else does. It feels like one change too many when so

much else is changing for his family already: his dad’s

recent job loss has left his parents arguing and

struggling to pay the bills; his oldest sister Talia has

decided she’d rather spend all her time with her new

friend instead of her siblings; and his grandmother’s

memories are starting to slip.

As excited as Simon is about his new name and

pronouns, he doesn’t want to add another change for

his family—he figures it’s easier to just correct them in

his head for now. But when Simon, Talia, and their

youngest sister Rose visit their grandmother for fall

break, he finds a new matter to focus on: it seems

that something, or someone, is haunting the old

farmhouse his grandmother’s family has lived in for

generations. 

As he and his siblings explore the old rooms and dig

into their family’s history, they slowly discover that the

house has a lot more hiding in its walls than ghosts—

things his family has left unspoken for too long.

 



KACEN CALLENDER
 Kacen Callender is a

bestselling and award-winning
author of multiple novels for
children, teens, and adults,

including the National Book
Award-winning King and the

Dragonflies and the bestselling
novel Felix Ever After.

 
Kacen enjoys playing RPG

video games, practicing their
art, and focusing on healing

and growth in their free time.
They currently reside in St.

Thomas of the US Virgin
Islands, where they were born

and raised.
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MOONFLOWER

JULY 2022

Scholastic

272 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Magical Realism

Fantasy
Literary

Coming-of-Age
Spirituality

The award-winning author of Hurricane Child and

King and the Dragonflies brings another unflinching

story of identity and hope to young readers.

Every night, twelve-year-old Moon leaves for the

spirit realm where they meet with Wolf, their one

and only friend, and attempt to escape into the

stars forever. Moon doesn’t want to be in the world

of the living. Their mom forces them to go to

therapy, but they don’t speak anymore, not when

there aren’t any words that describe their pain; and

at school, in their small class, Moon is afraid they’ll

be bullied again, like they were the year before.

When the Keeper of the spirit realm promises to

help Moon stay in the stars forever in exchange for

bringing her a handful of starlight, Moon

inadvertently helps the Keeper attack the spirit

world, putting Wolf and the other spirit beings into

a deep sleep. With the help of new friends, Moon

must begin their own healing journey to save the

spirit realm, meeting with ancestors and guardians

who teach Moon that they are not alone, that they

are loved, and help Moon discover their own answer

to their question: what is the meaning of life?

Lambda Literary, Stonewall, and National Book

Award winner Kacen Callender delivers another

heartfelt story about what it means to be true to

yourself.

ACCOLADES
Sold in multi-house auction

 

TV/FILM AGENT:
 Addison Duffy

UTA

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/literary/


ELLEN OH
Ellen Oh is the cofounder of We
Need Diverse Books and author

of the award-winning Spirit
Hunters series for middle grade

readers and the Prophecy
trilogy (Prophecy, Warrior, and

King) for young adults.
Originally from New York City,

Ellen is a former adjunct
college instructor and lawyer

with an insatiable curiosity for
ancient Asian history. Ellen
lives in Bethesda, Maryland,
with her husband and three

children and has yet to satisfy
her quest for a decent bagel. 
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SPIRIT HUNTERS 3:
SOMETHING WICKED

JULY 2022

HarperCollins

240 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES
Adventure

Mystery
Paranormal

ACCOLADES
Optioned for tv/film by a major studio

MORE FROM SPIRIT HUNTERS

Harper is dealing with a lot of new changes in

her house. Her cousin Leo is now living with

them, her sister Kelly has started a new job at a

local makeup store, and Harper's abilities have

grown increasingly more powerful and

uncontrollable, making her a target for

possession. But when Harper uncovers a

dangerous plot to steal youth from millions of

innocent people, she must use all her powers

to destroy an ancient evil and save her sister.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
French - Nathan Jeunesse

 
Russian - Eksmo



AIDA SALAZAR
Aida Salazar  is an award-
winning author and arts

activist whose writings for
adults and children explore
issues of identity and social

justice. She is the author of the
critically acclaimed middle

grade verse novels The Moon
Within and Land of the Cranes.
Her forthcoming books include
the picture book anthology In

the Spirit of a Dream: 13 Stories
of Immigrants of Color (fall

2021), the picture book
biography Jovita Wore Pants:
The Story of a Revolutionary

Fighter (fall 2022), the middle
grade novel A Seed in the Sun
(2022), and the middle grade

anthology The Gift: Writings on
Menstruation by MG Authors of
Color (2022). Aida is a founding

member of LAS MUSAS—a
Latinx kidlit debut author

collective. Her story, “By the
Light of the Moon,” was

adapted into a ballet
production by the Sonoma

Conservatory of Dance and is
the first Xicana-themed ballet

in history. She lives with her
family of artists in a teal house

in Oakland, CA.
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A SEED IN THE SUN

OCTOBER 2022

Penguin/Dial

304 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES
Historical

Poetry

A farm working girl with big dreams meets

activist Dolores Huerta and joins the 1965

protest for migrant workers’ rights in this

tender-hearted middle grade novel in verse,

perfect for fans of Rita Williams-Garcia and

Pam Muñoz Ryan. 

Lula Viramontes dreams of one day becoming

someone whom no one can ignore: a daring

ringleader in a Mexican traveling carpa,

despite her father’s traditional views of what

girls should be. When her family arrives for the

grape harvest in Delano, California, Lula meets

activist Dolores Huerta and el Teatro

Campesino (the official theater company of

the United Farm Workers). She discovers an

even more pressing reason to raise her voice:

the upcoming farm workers’ strike, an event

that will determine her family’s future—for

better or worse.



ALEXIS
CASTELLANOS

Alexis Castellanos was born
and raised in Florida where she
enjoyed sunny days, dramatic
thunderstorms, and delicious
Cuban food. After graduating

from college, she moved to
New York City and worked as a

scenic artist, bringing
theatrical sets to life with a

little bit of paint and a whole
lot of ingenuity. She currently

works as a graphic designer by
day and spends her nights

dreaming up stories. She lives
in Seattle with her partner and
her extremely photogenic cat,
Belle. Isla to Island is her first

graphic novel. 
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ISLA TO ISLAND
A wordless middle grade graphic novel

following a girl growing up in 1960s Cuba and

New York City.

Marisol loves her colorful island. Cuba is

vibrant with flowers and food and people… but

things are changing. The home Marisol loves is

no longer safe—then it’s no longer her home at

all. Her parents are sending her to the United

States. Alone.

Nothing about Marisol’s new life in cold, gray

Brooklyn feels like home—not the language,

school or even her foster parents. But Marisol

starts to realize that home isn’t always a place.

And finding her way can be as simple as

staying true to herself.

MARCH 2022

Atheneum/Simon & Schuster

192 pp | Ages 10+
RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Diverse
Family

Historical
Immigration

REVIEWS
"An important and authentic look at the Cuban refugee experience."

"An inspiring, empathy-building story."

- School Library Journal, starred review

"Debut creator Castellanos effectively uses color as a vehicle to portray Marisol’s loving life with her family in

Cuba, despair at their separation, and slow arc to a new life in which she honors her Cuban identity through

food and music."

"Powerfully depict[s] the disorienting experience of immigration in a way reminiscent of Shaun Tan’s The Arrival."

-Horn Book, starred review

-Kirkus, starred review

- Publisher's Weekly, starred review

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/alexis-castellanos/isla-to-island/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-1-5344-6923-5


KAT FAJARDO
Kat Fajardo is a Honduran
Colombian award-winning

cartoonist and illustrator from
the lively and magical place of
Loisaida, New York City. She is

a graduate of the School of
Visual Arts, and her work has

been recognized by online
publications such as Remezcla,

El Hispanic News, School
Library Journal, Huffington Post

Latino Voices, and more. Kat
loves to create playful and
colorful work about self-

acceptance and Latine culture.
When she isn't making comics,
you might find her collecting
small junk for scrapbooking,

listening to spooky podcasts, or
chasing after her sock-stealing
pups, Mac and Roni. Kat lives in
Austin, Texas. Visit her online at

katfajardo.com.
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MISS QUINCES
A coming-of-age middle grade graphic
novel about a girl forced to celebrate her
quinceañera despite hating all things pretty
and pink.

Suyapa “Sue” Gutierrez was planning a fun

summer at camp with her friends, but is

instead forced into a family trip to Honduras

where she’s stuck with her crazy relatives. Plus,

her mom surprises her with the news that she’s

going to have a quinces there, despite Sue’s

protests. The pair strike a deal: if Sue goes

along with the quinces without complaint, she

can go to camp with her friends later in the

summer. But between the photo shoots, dance

practice, wild turkeys (yes, wild turkeys), and

her overeager family, Sue doesn’t know how

long she’ll be able to take it all. Will she be able

to hold up her end of the bargain and make it

to camp?
 MAY 2022

Graphix/Scholastic

 272 pp | Ages 8-12

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Coming-of-Age

Commercial
Contemporary

Diverse
Family

Graphic Novel
Humor
Latinx

Realistic

ACCOLADES
Sold in multi-house auction

TV/FILM AGENT:
 Katrina Escudero

Sugar23

https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/
https://galltzacker.com/rights/tag/animals/


MADELINE MCGRANE
Madeline McGrane has done

work for Marvel Comics, Disney
Publishing, and CollegeHumor.

She lives in Minneapolis and
makes comics about vampires.

The Accursed Vampire is her
first graphic novel.
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THE ACCURSED VAMPIRE:  
CURSE AT WITCH CAMP

A spooky and funny graphic novel debut that’s
perfect for fans of Molly Knox Ostertag’s THE WITCH
BOY and Kristen Gudsnuk’s MAKING FRIENDS.

Dragoslava is a vampire kid. And that’s not even the worst

part. A few centuries ago, Drago was cursed, and now

they must complete every task a witch gives them, or

they will be turned into worms.

When the witch wants a spellbook from Baneberry Falls,

Drago sets off with their immortal friends. But mysteries

await in this sleepy Midwestern town, and Drago must

figure out if the keepers of the spellbook have a hidden

agenda, like everyone else they’ve ever known.

One thing’s for sure: after this accursed mission, Drago’s

immortal life will never be the same again!

JULY 2021

HarperCollins Children's Books

176 pp | Ages 10+

TV/FILM AGENT:
Olivia Fanaro 

UTA

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
 Coming-of-Age

Diverse
Family

Fantasy
Friendship

Humor
LGBTQIA+

Paranormal
Supernatural

Vampires at witch camp? What could go wrong?

It’s summertime in Baneberry Falls and Drago and their

vampire pals Eztli and Quintus are heading to witch camp

where they’ll learn spells and magic alongside human kids.

They've never camped before (unless you count burrowing

in the ground to avoid sunlight), but as long as their

vampire pals are with them, how bad could it be? 

Once there, Eztli and Quintus make fast friends with the

campers, while Drago is left feeling alienated and alone.

Having no use for these feelings, they ditch camp and

stumble onto an abandoned miniature golf course

housing a supernatural entity with sinister intentions of

overtaking the camp. Drago may not like camp or the

campers, but if this evil force has its way, that means their

vampire buds are also in danger. 

Digging deep into their soulless soul, Drago must summon

the courage to face the mystical forces threatening to

overtake the camp. But without their friends by their side,

can they do it? 

THE ACCURSED VAMPIRE

FEBRUARY 2023

HarperCollins Children's Books

  TK pp | Ages 10+
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SHVETA THAKRAR
Shveta Thakrar is a part-time

nagini and full-time believer in
magic. Her work has appeared
in a number of magazines and

anthologies including
Enchanted Living, Uncanny

Magazine, A Thousand
Beginnings and Endings, and

Toil & Trouble. Her debut young
adult fantasy novel, Star

Daughter, is a finalist for the
2021 Andre Norton Nebula
Award. When not spinning

stories about spider silk and
shadows, magic and

marauders, and courageous
girls illuminated by dancing

rainbow flames, Shveta crafts,
devours books, daydreams,

travels, bakes, and occasionally
even plays her harp.
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THE DREAM RUNNERS

JUNE 2022

HarperTeen

448 pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS:
Translation

TV/Film

THEMES:
Diverse
Fantasy
Literary

Seven years ago, Tanvi was spirited away to the

subterranean realm of Nagalok, where she joined

the ranks of the dream runners: human children

freed of all memory and emotion, charged with

harvesting mortal dreams for the consumption of

the naga court.

Venkat knows a different side of Nagalok. As

apprentice to the influential Lord Nayan, he shapes

the dream runners’ wares into the kingdom’s most

tantalizing commodity. And Nayan has larger plans

for these mortal dreams: with a dreamsmith of

Venkat’s talent, he believes he can use them to end

a war between nagas and their ancient foe, the

garudas.

But when one of Tanvi’s dream harvests goes awry,

she begins to remember her life on Earth. Panicked

and confused, she turns to the one mortal in

Nagalok who can help: Venkat. And as they search

for answers, a terrifying truth begins to take shape—

one that could turn the nagas’ realm of dreams into

a land of waking nightmare.

 

TV/FILM AGENT:
Kim Yau
Echolake



RANDI PINK
Randi Pink grew up in the

South and attended a mostly
white high school. She lives
with her husband and their

two rescue dogs in
Birmingham, Alabama, where

she works for a branch of
National Public Radio. Into

White was her fiction debut.
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WE ARE THE SCRIBES
Ruth Fitz is surrounded by activism. Her mother is a

senator, her father is a professor of African American

history, and her beloved older sister, Virginia, is a

natural activist, steadily gaining notoriety within the

community and on social media. Ruth, on the other

hand, would rather sit quietly reading or writing in

her journal.

When Virginia is killed on the way to a protest, Ruth

stops speaking and writing, not believing herself

worthy of the power of words. Then her mother is

picked as the next democratic vice-presidential

nominee and her family must join her on the

campaign trail. Ruth can see her family falling apart

under the pressure of grief and national, often racist,

attention. Suddenly, Ruth begins receiving

parchment letters from Harriet Jacobs, the author of

the autobiography and 1861 American classic,

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Harriet urges Ruth

to find her voice again and join the legacy of scribes

who use their words to heal and to change the world.

Ruth wonders if she’s dreaming or going insane,

receiving scrolls from a woman long dead. But with

the help of Harriet and memories of her sister, Ruth

finds the power to speak, to write, and to control her

own narrative. In a story that blends present with

past, Randi Pink explores two extraordinary

characters who channel their hopelessness and find

their voices to make history.

OCTOBER 2022

Feiwel and Friends/Macmillian

320 pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Contemporary

Feminism
History



KACEN CALLENDER
 Kacen Callender is a

bestselling and award-winning
author of multiple novels for
children, teens, and adults,

including the National Book
Award-winning King and the

Dragonflies and the bestselling
novel Felix Ever After.

 
Kacen enjoys playing RPG

video games, practicing their
art, and focusing on healing

and growth in their free time.
They currently reside in St.

Thomas of the US Virgin
Islands, where they were born

and raised.
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LARK & KASIM START A
REVOLUTION

FALL 2022

Abrams

336 pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

 

THEMES:
LGBTQIA+

Contemporary
Romance
Realistic

Seventeen-year-old nonbinary, neurodivergent Lark

Winters wants to be published, but they’ve only

been receiving rejection after rejection from literary

agents. They believe that their only way to succeed

is to get over 50K followers on Twitter, and they’re

well on their way—until one night when their former

best friend and now number one enemy, Kasim

Youngblood, accidentally posts onto Lark’s Twitter

account. 

Kasim’s thread is a declaration of his unrequited

love for someone he fears hates him, and when it

goes viral, Lark is afraid of backlash they might

receive if they announce that it was actually Kasim’s

thread. Lark pretends that they wrote it, even saying

that the thread had been about their own secret

crush, Eli, when pushed for details, and entering an

online-famous romance with them. 

As it becomes increasingly clear that Kasim actually

wrote the thread about Lark, they must unravel their

own feelings for Kasim and his girlfriend Sable, face

online attacks and bullies in real life, and learn

accountability for their own mistakes—a path that

helps them begin to feel a revolutionary self-love.

 

TV/FILM AGENT:
Addison Duffy

UTA

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Dutch - Querido Kinderboeken

 
English (UK) - Faber

 
German - Bastei Lübbe AG
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MAGIC GIRLS
Welcome to Neo-Earth Junior High school,

where the corridors are filled with heroines,

geniuses and magic! 6th grader Kira just wants

to escape her horrible fate: being totally and

completely average. When a mysterious cat-like

being named Catacorn arrives and tells her they

have to work together to fight an intergalactic

foe, it seems like her wish has come true! But

Kira’s budding friendship with Catacorn is

quickly tested by rivals, cute transfer students,

fashion emergencies - and Catacorn’s own

secret past. Can the two of them work together

to fix the mess they’re in, or will Neo-Earth be

conquered by the undersea kingdom and

space invaders that are both looking to take

over?

SPRING 2023

 Random House Graphic

TK pp | Ages TK

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Fantasy

Friendship
Humor

MEGAN BRENNAN
Megan Brennan is a comic
artist and writer from New

Jersey. She graduated from the
School of Visual arts in 2011.

She’s gone on to work on
webcomics (School of World,
Pencil Pup) and has written

scripts for The World of
Gumball graphic novels

published by Boom! Studios.
Her work has been featured in
anthologies such as Chainmail
Bikini and Peanuts: a Tribute.
Her favorite animals are cats

and at any given point she has
about 2-3 halfway finished craft
projects going on at the same

time.



E.L. SHEN
E.L. Shen (Elizabeth Lee) is an

Asian American author and
children’s book editor living in
New York. Her debut middle-
grade novel, The Comeback

(Farrar Straus Giroux BYR,
January 19, 2021), is a Junior

Library Guild Selection,
received two starred reviews,
and was praised for its “fast-

paced prose, big emotions, and
authentic dialogue” in The New

York Times. As an editor at
Macmillan, she has had the

pleasure of editing books by
New York Times-bestselling
author, Libba Bray, award-

winning author, Reyna Grande,
and rising star, Lydia Sigwarth.

E.L. received her Bachelor of
Arts from Barnard College of

Columbia University, where she
majored in English with a
concentration in creative
writing. When she is not

dreaming up fictional worlds,
she can be found belting show

tunes, stress-baking, and eating
too much chocolate.
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THE QUEENS OF NEW YORK

SPRING 2023

HarperCollins/Quill Tree

TBD pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation

THEMES:
Contemporary

Diverse
Realistic

Friendship

Three best friends and one life-changing
summer in this contemporary, Asian
American Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. 

Jia Lee, Ariel Kim, and Everett Hoang have been

best friends since their parents took them to

Flushing, Queens’ Lunar New Year festival when

they were seven years old. Now seventeen,

they’re inseparable. The only thing is, they won’t

be together this summer.

Jia will be home in Flushing, juggling her

parents’ Chinatown restaurant, a cute new

neighbor, and dreams for her uncertain future.

Ariel is flying to San Francisco for a prestigious

psychology scholarship — even though her heart

is in South Korea, where her sister died last year.

And Everett hopes to nab the lead role in an

Ohio theater production that is not exactly what

it seems. As the girls grapple with first love,

family duty, grief, and racism, they lean on each

other and realize that even though they’re

apart, they are still mighty together.

Inspired by the author’s own hometown and

friendships, THE QUEENS OF NEW YORK is an

uplifting and cinematic young adult story that

will break your heart and put it back together

again. 

 

ACCOLADES
Sold in a two book preempt for six figures



CAMRYN GARRETT
Camryn Garrett grew up in New

York and began her writing
career at thirteen, when she

was selected as a TIME for Kids
reporter, interviewing

celebrities like Warren Buffett
and Kristen Bell. Since then,
her writing has appeared on

MTV and in the Huffington Post
and Rookie magazine, and she
was recently selected as one of
Teen Vogue‘s “21 Under 21: Girls
Who Are Changing the World.” 

 
When she’s not writing, she

studies film at NYU, and she’s a
proud advocate for diverse

stories and storytellers in any
medium. Her first two novels,

Full Disclosure and Off the
Record, received rave reviews

from outlets such as EW,
Glamour and SLJ, which said in
its starred review, “Readers will
fall in love.” Friday I’m in Love is

her third novel and first rom-
com.
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FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE
A love letter to romantic comedies, sweet sixteen

blowouts, black joy and queer pride—this is a novel

about finding yourself, falling in love, and

celebrating what makes you you.

 

Sixteen-year-old Mahalia Harris never got to have a

Sweet Sixteen like her best friend Naomi, because

her single mother couldn’t afford to throw her one.

But it’s okay, because Mahalia has an even better

idea: she’ll have a lavish “Coming Out Party” where

she announces her queerness to her friends and

family. 

 Mahalia's mom agrees to match whatever she can

save from her afterschool job at the bougie organic

grocery. And things start looking up when Mahalia

meets a girl who gives her actual butterflies. That is...

until she learns her crush, Siobhan, is already seeing

one of the most obnoxious guys in school. And then

Mahalia's mother is laid off, forcing her to dip into

her grocery store savings to keep their family afloat.

 Things are looking bleak but Mahalia is no quitter;

she'll just have to get creative to pull off the party of

her dreams, and (hopefully) get the girl along the

way.

 

SPRING 2023

Knopf/Random House

TK pp | Ages TK

TV/FILM AGENT:
Dana Spector

CAA

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Realistic

Contemporary
LGBTQIA+

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
English (UK) - Penguin Books



CAMRYN GARRETT
Camryn Garrett grew up in New

York and began her writing
career at thirteen, when she

was selected as a TIME for Kids
reporter, interviewing

celebrities like Warren Buffett
and Kristen Bell. Since then, her

writing has appeared on MTV
and in the Huffington Post and
Rookie magazine, and she was

recently selected as one of Teen
Vogue‘s “21 Under 21: Girls Who

Are Changing the World.” 
 

When she’s not writing, she
studies film at NYU, and she’s a

proud advocate for diverse
stories and storytellers in any
medium. Her first two novels,

Full Disclosure and Off the
Record, received rave reviews

from outlets such as EW,
Glamour and SLJ, which said in
its starred review, “Readers will
fall in love.” Friday I’m in Love is

her third novel and first rom-
com.
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FULL DISCLOSURE
Simone Garcia-Hampton is absolutely positive that having a crush is more

dangerous than having HIV; after all, she’s got her viral load under control.

Simone knows that her status isn’t a death sentence, as long as she

remembers to take her medication and go to her doctor's appointments,

she can live a long, healthy life. There’s just one problem: she wants to

have sex. Badly.

She knows abstinence is the safest policy, but Miles Austin has ruined

that. He’s hot! He plays lacrosse! He asks Simone about her favorite plays

because of how it lights her face up! What’s a horny (but responsible)

teenage girl to do!?

Simone is already agonizing about how to tell Miles about her status, but

she’s been burned before when she told people that she loved that she

was positive—she even had to switch schools over it, leaving her boarding

school when there was a huge public outcry from uneducated parents,

not to mention a scarring shunning from the people she cared about

most. She’s determined to keep her status a secret, but the cardinal rule

of dating-while-positive is disclosure. Allowing herself to get close to Miles

would be a gigantic risk.

Before she’s able to figure out what to do, Simone finds a threatening

note left in her locker: I know you have HIV. You have until Thanksgiving

to stop hanging out with Miles. Or everyone else will know, too. 

MAY 2021

Knopf/Random House

320 pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS:
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

THEMES:
Realistic

Contemporary
LGBTQIA+

OFF THE RECORD
Ever since seventeen-year-old Josie Wright can remember, writing

has been her identity, the thing that grounds her when everything

else is a garbage fire. So when she wins a contest to write a

celebrity profile for Deep Focus magazine, she’s equal parts excited

and scared, but also ready. She’s got this.

Soon Josie is jetting off on a multi-city tour, rubbing elbows with

sparkly celebrities, frenetic handlers, stone-faced producers, and

eccentric stylists. She even finds herself catching feelings for the

subject of her profile, dazzling young newcomer Marius Canet.

Josie’s world is expanding so rapidly, she doesn’t know whether

she’s flying or falling. But when a young actress lets her in on a

terrible secret, the answer is clear: she’s in over her head.

One woman’s account leads to another and another. Josie wants to

expose the man responsible, but she’s reluctant to speak up, unsure

if this is her story to tell. What if she lets down the women who have

entrusted her with their stories? What if this ends her writing career

before it even begins? There are so many reasons not to go ahead,

but if Josie doesn’t step up, who will?

DECEMBER 2020

Knopf/Random House

320 pp | Ages 13+

RIGHTS TO FULL
DISCLOSURE SOLD TO:

Portuguese/Brazil -
 Verus Editora LTDA

French - Laffont Julliard NIL
Editions 

Hungarian - Maxim
Italian - Editrice IL Castro 

Portugal - Edições Saida de
Emergencia 

Romanian - Editura Epica 
Russian - Bookmate Limited 

Swedish - Gilla Bocker 
English/UK - Penguin UK

RIGHTS TO OFF THE
RECORD SOLD TO:

German - Arena Verlag GMBH
Hungarian - Maxim 

Portuguese/Brazil - Rocco
English/UK - Penguin UK



The best-selling author behind Percy Jackson and
the Olympians will soon be returning to Percy

Jackson's world, this time in a book focused on Nico

di Angelo, the son of Hades who first appeared way

back in The Titan's Curse. The story will be co-written

with Mark Oshiro (Anger Is a Gift).

The new book, which does not yet have a title, picks

up with Nico in the aftermath of the most recent

Percy Jackson-related series, The Trials of Apollo. Nico

lost his friend Jason Grace in that series, but still has a

ray of sunshine in his life in the form of his boyfriend,

Will Solace, the son of Apollo.

In The Tower of Nero, the final book in The Trials of

Apollo, Nico started hearing a voice calling out to him

from Tartarus, the deepest, darkest part of his father's

realm, the Underworld. Nico believes this voice to be

that of Bob the Titan, who sacrificed himself to help

Percy and Annabeth Chase escape Tartarus in the

previous Heroes of Olympus series. In the new story,

Nico and Will are determined to rescue Bob, no

matter what Camp Half-Blood counselors Chiron and

Mr. D have to say about it.

RICK RIORDAN
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UNTITLED WILL AND NICO BOOK

2023

Disney-Hyperion

TKpp | Ages TK

RIGHTS HELD
British Commonwealth

Translation
TV/Film

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Spanish - Penguin Random

House Grupo Editorial
 

Portuguese/Brazil - Intrinseca

Coming
to Disney+

Coming
to Netflix


